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Abstract
There are many techniques available for investigating the solidification of metals
and alloys. In recent years computer-aided cooling curve analysis (CA-CCA) has been
used to determine thermo-physical properties of alloys, latent heat and solid fraction. In
this study, the effect of cooling rate and copper addition was taken into consideration in
non- equilibrium eutectic transformation of binary Al- Cu melt via cooling curve
analysis. For this purpose, melts with different copper weight percent of 2.2, 3.7 and 4.8
were prepared and cooled in controlled rates of 0.04 and 0.42 °C/s. Results show that,
latent heat of alloy highly depends upon the post- solidification cooling rate and
composition. As copper content of alloy and cooling rate increase, achieved nonequilibrium eutectic phase increases that leads to release of high amount of latent heat
and appearing of second deviation in cooling curve. This deviation can be seen in first
time derivative curve in the form of a definite peak.
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Introduction
Depending on the casting conditions and alloy composition, microstructure,
properties and characteristics of the aluminum alloys will be different [1]. The cooling
rate affects the structure of as-cast alloys in a well-established manner, i.e. the grain
size, the dendrite arm spacing (DAS) and the size of structure constituents (both primary
and eutectic) decrease with increasing the cooling rate [2,3]. Backerud [3], found that
Al-Cu alloys start to solidify through the development of a dendritic network followed
by a eutectic reaction in the interdendritic regions by means of which the eutectic Al2Cu
is formed in combination with the remaining aluminum. With further decrease in
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temperature, the Al2Cu phase precipitates from the α-phase [2,4]. The thermal analysis
is widely used in the evaluation of processing of aluminum alloys because it can
provide several pieces of information regarding the alloy. Thermal analysis is based on
the fact that the thermal events on a heating or cooling curve are directly related to
phase transformation occurring in a sample. Many techniques are available to
investigate the solidification of metals and alloys. Some of them were standardized such
as DTA and DSC. Although these techniques are very accurate and well documented,
they are inadequate for industries to investigating solidification of metals and alloys [58]. The other way for investigating solidification of metals and alloys is the cooling
curve analysis method. This technique is based on recording and analysis of the
temperature versus time data collected during the solidification of the sample. In recent
years computer-aided cooling curve analysis (CA-CCA) has been used to determine
thermo-physical properties of alloys, latent heat and solid fraction. Being very simple to
setup it can be widely used, especially in industries [7-11]. The foremost use of cooling
curves has been the determination of arrest points during solidification. Arrest points on
cooling curves are related to the precipitation events, as the latent heat of formation is
released the cooling is arrested temporality. This method was introduced in 1954 with
the work of Morrogn- Williams [12] and Hultgren et al. [13] on cast irons. A 1969
paper by L. Backerud and B. Chalmers, introduced a technique that improves the
understanding of the cooling curve method through the use of the time dependant
derivative of the cooling curve [14]. The derivative of the cooling curve improves the
sensitivity of the measurements and allows for better precision in determining the exact
points of primary and eutectic solidification events [15].

Experimental procedure
Binary Al–Cu alloy with the compositions given in Table 1. was prepared in an
electrical resistance furnace from 99.9% pure aluminium and an Al–48% Cu master
alloy. The chemical composition of the alloy was determined by a spark spectrum
analysis. To investigate the effect of cooling rate on the solidification processing,
Specimens with dimensions (DH) 22×20 mm and ~10 g weight were melted inside a
DTA furnace in a alumina crucible (Fig. 1). High purity argon gas (99.999%) was
running throughout the test to reduce the risk of oxidation of the samples. In the all
experiments, the samples were heated to 705±5 °C and isothermally kept at this
temperature for a period of 5 min in order to stabilize the melt conditions.
Table 1 Chemical composition of the Al-Cu alloys (wt/%).
Cu

Si

Fe

Al

4.8

0.05

0.06

Bal

3.7

0.04

0.06

Bal

2.2

0.05

0.08

Bal
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Figure 1. A: Sample and quartz Shield B: Alumina crucible and sample after
solidification.
To create of different cooling rates, two experiments were designed as follows:
In the first series of experiments the sample was cooled inside the furnace (slow cooling
rate 0.04 °C/s). In the second series of experiments, in order to increase the cooling rate,
the sample was cooled at outside the furnace to the room temperature (middle cooling
rate 0.42 °C/s). The temperature of the samples was recorded by a K-type thermocouple
with the wire diameter of 0.15 mm placed at the center of the sample and an Advantech
4718 data acquisition system connected to a personal computer. In order to assure the
good contact between the thermocouple and the melt, quartz sheathed with an external
diameter of 2.5 mm was used [4]. Each trial was repeated three times. The temperature
vs. time and first derivative were calculated and plotted. There are different ways to
define the cooling rate. In the present research the cooling rate was calculated by
dividing the total solidification range (TL  TS) to the local solidification time according
to [15]. Samples for study the microstructure were taken from a location close to the
thermocouple tip. After grinding, polishing and etching with 0.5% HF reagent, the
microstructure was examined by a Olympus BX60 optical microscope and LEO
1450VP electron microscopy. Quantitative investigation by SEM images was
accomplished using "Clemex Vision" software.

Results and discussion
Microstructure
Fig. 2a, show the dendritic microstructure of the Al-4.8 wt.% Cu at 0.42 °C/s
cooling rate. The microstructure configurations consisted of
dendrites and the
interdendritc ( -Al2Cu) eutectic. The eutectic structure of this alloy with higher
magnification is presented in Fig. 2b. The microstructure configurations for other alloys
were similar. By melting and freezing an alloy and registering the temperature-time
curves, several characteristic behaviors can be determined [16,17].
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Figure 2. A: Microstructure of Al-4.8 wt.%Cu at 0.42 °C/s cooling rate, B: eutectic
structure in higher magnification.
As a cooling curve reflects a balance between the evolution of heat in the sample
and the heat flow away from the sample, the start of solidification is easily determined
by the latent heat associated to the liquid-solid transformation. Some other variations on
the curve can be related to other processes, reactions, and of course the end of
solidification [9]. Figure 3a shows cooling curves of all samples in 0.04 °C/sec cooling
rate. With regard to the type of solidification, it can be seen two deviations in the
cooling curves of 3.7 and 4.8 wt.% alloys which indicates that phase transformation is
occured during solidification. First deviation is related to the formation of
primary
dendrites which is followed with their growth and coarsening, and then, second
deviation which is due to
-Al2Cu non-equilibrium eutectic transformation, which
occurs in final stages of solidification. With respect to thermal analysis results, it can be
said that in this two alloys, final structure contains
dendritic phase and
-Al2Cu
non-equilibrium eutectic [3,4]. However, in this figure and for 2.2 wt.% alloy, it can be
seen that the second deviation is missed in its cooling curve. This topic is more obvious
in Fig. 3b which is a part of Fig. 3a cooling curves, which is related to the nonequilibrium eutectic formation zone. With comparison of these curves, it seems that the
solidification of 2.2 wt. % alloy is finished in single phase and non-equilibrium eutectic
is not formed in this alloy.
But as in Fig. 4 the electron microscopy images shows, for all alloys, in both
cooling rates, non-equilibrium eutectic is formed during solidification. Whereas 2.2 wt.
% alloy cooling curve in 0.04 °C/s cooling rate, doesn’t show this point. In this images,
the dark regions are
phase and the light regions are non-equilibrium second phase
which forms non-equilibrium eutectic with residual melt in final stages of solidification.
For a better investigation of occurred phase transformations during solidification by
thermal analysis of cooling curves, plots of first derivative curves versus time for all
alloys in both cooling rates is used. As mentioned in introduction section, first
derivative curves shows the instant changes of alloy cooling rate, actually which is more
sensitive in occurred phase transformation during solidification than basic cooling
curves.
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a

b

Figure 3. Temperature vs. time cooling curves recorded for different alloys at constant
cooling rate.
Figures 5 and 6 shows the cooling curve with first derivative curve for 3.7 and
4.8 wt.% alloys in 0.04 °C/s cooling rate. As can be seen, phase transformations which
are determined by deviations in cooling curves are seen by completely distinct peaks in
derivative - time curve. With respect to derivative curves, three peaks are distinct, which
indicates three phase transformations is occurred during solidification, while main
cooling curves indicated only two phase transformations for this alloys. First peak is
related to the formation of
phase (point 1 in Fig. 5) and second peak, which
occurred before eutectic transformation, is related to the formation of series of needle-
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like iron intermetallic compounds which is not observed in the main cooling curve
(point 2 in Fig. 5). This compounds un-dissolution in melt, in final stages of
solidification, precipitate on the eutectic compound usually [18]. In this figures, third
peak is related to the formation of non-equilibrium eutectic transformation (poin 3 in
Fig. 5).
2.2 wt.%

3.7 wt.%

4.8 wt.%

0.04 °C/s
0.42 °C/s
Figure 4. BSE migrographs of alloys at different cooling rates.

Figure 5. Cooling curve and first derivative curve of Al-4.8 wt.%Cu at 0.04 °C/s
cooling rate.
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Figure 6. Cooling curve and first derivative curve of Al-3.7 wt.%Cu at 0.04 °C/s
cooling rate.
Figure 7 shows the EDS analysis of needle-like blades of 3.7 wt.% alloy. Figure
8 shows the 2.2 wt. % alloy cooling curve with its first derivative curve in 0.04 °C/s
cooling rate. It is investigated before that cooling curve is not sufficient for describing
the solidification behavior of this alloy and plotting the first derivative - time curve
seems to be necessary. As the derivative - time curve indicates, during solidification of
this alloy, like other two alloys, non-equilibrium eutectic transformation is occurred
while this transformation is not observed in cooling curve. Although the cooling curve
is same in this three alloys, but the most important reason for this problem can be
related to lower copper content and so lower latent heat loose than other two alloys.

Figure 7. SEM image with EDS result of Fe- riched phase.
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The effect of latent heat on the shape of cooling and derivative curves.
The effect of cooling rate
As investigated in the introduction section, solidification parameters can be
calculated by cooling curve at different cooling conditions. The metallurgical reactions
that have enough latent heat can be detected by this curve [16]. Although some
reactions do not release enough latent heat to be recognized by the cooling curve, the
first derivative of the cooling curve gives more details about these reactions [11].
Figure 9. shows the cooling curve with first derivative curve of 2.2 wt.% alloy in
0.42 °C/s cooling rate. With a comparison of Figs 8 and 9 it can be seen that with
respect to variation of cooling rate from 0.04 to 0.42 °C/s, second deviation is created in
cooling curve while in 0.04 °C/s cooling rate, only one deviation seen in cooling curve.
Most important reason for this difference is related to non-equilibrium eutectic amount
increment with increase in cooling rate. The amount of non-equilibrium eutectic formed
in investigated alloys, is dependent to the cooling rate and copper content in primary
composition of alloys two factors which previous investigation results shows that the
amount of non-equilibrium eutectic, increases with increment of cooling rate and copper
content and the variation of non-equilibrium eutectic amount is more dependent to
composition variation (copper content) [17]. Table 2. shows the quantification results of
non-equilibrium eutectic amount.

Figure 8. Cooling curve and first derivative curve of Al-2.2 wt.%Cu at 0.04 °C/s
cooling rate.
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Figure 9. Cooling curve and first derivative curve of Al-2.2 wt.%Cu at 0.42 °C/s
cooling rate.
Table 2 Effect of cooling rate and composition on the amount of non-equilibruim
eutectic.
Alloy name
Cooling rate
non-equilibruim
(wt/% Cu)
(°C/s)
eutectic (wt/%).
2.2
0.04
2.3
0.42
2.9
3.7
0.04
4.2
0.42
4.6
4.8

0.04
0.42

5.1
5.7

It is found that the volume fraction of
-Al2Cu eutectic increases with
increasing cooling rate. In 0.04 °C/s cooling rate, due to slow-footedness of cooling
rate, the amount of non-equilibrium eutectic formed in final structure will be too low; so
the amount of loosed latent heat is very low, so it doesn’t cause recognizable change in
main cooling curve. But with cooling rate increment to 0.42 °C/s the amount of nonequilibrium eutectic also increases which increases the solidification latent heat. The
intensity of this increment is too much that results the second deviation in the cooling
curve.
Chemical composition effect
With further comparison of Fig. 3b curves, it can be find out that why in a
constant cooling rate, second deviation didn’t observed in 2.2 wt.% alloy cooling curve,
while it observed for two other alloys. Copper content increment from 2.2 to 4.8 wt.%
caused to increment non-equilibrium eutectic amount from 2.3 to 5.7 wt.% (see Table
2), that increases the solidification latent heat. In order to more precious investigate on
the effect of chemical composition on the latent heat due to non-equilibrium eutectic
transformation, a part of derivative - time curves in 0.42 °C/s cooling rate for all three
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alloys, is shown in Fig. 10. With comparison of these curves, it is well perceived that in
a constant cooling rate, with copper content increment, latent heat also increases, which
this increment in latent heat is well recognized from the comparison of depicted peaks
in first derivative curves. Actually, the start point for increments in first differential
amounts (with respect to the sign) is indicant of non-equilibrium eutectic transformation
start which accompanies with latent heat loose. Loosed latent heat causes to sample
temperature raise and cooling rate decrement. Hereafter, the cooling rates gets the
minimum value (point b). With transformation termination, the cooling rate increases
again until the alloy solidification is finished (point c).

Figure 10. A part of first derivative - time curves in 0.42 °C/s cooling rate for alloys.

Conclusions
In this investigation, the effect of cooling and chemical composition on the nonequilibrium eutectic formation during the solidification of aluminum-copper alloys was
studied by means of cooling curves thermal analysis. A summary of most important
results are given below:
1. Loosed latent heat during non-equilibrium eutectic transformation is dependent two
factors: a: chemical composition b: cooling rate.
2. In very low cooling rates for 2.2 wt.% alloy, non-equilibrium eutectic forms in final
structure, but the amount of loosed latent heat due to its formation is too low that its
distinction from cooling curves is hard and needs to plot the derivative-time curves.
3. With cooling rate increment from 0.04 to 0.42 °C/s and copper content increment
from 2.2 to 4.8 wt.%, the amount of non-equilibrium eutectic increased from 2.3 to
5.7 wt.% which accompanies with latent heat increment.
4. With comparison of third peaks in derivative -time curves, can be able to
investigate the variation of non-equilibrium eutectic with cooling rate and copper
content variation, qualitatively.
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